The MIT Faculty has made this article openly available. Please share how this access benefits you. Your story matters. Visual categorization is an essential perceptual and cognitive process for assigning behavioral significance to incoming stimuli. Categorization depends on sensory processing of stimulus features as well as flexible cognitive processing for classifying stimuli according to the current behavioral context. Neurophysiological studies suggest that the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the inferior temporal cortex (ITC) are involved in visual shape categorization. However, their precise roles in the perceptual and cognitive aspects of the categorization process are unclear, as the two areas have not been directly compared during changing task contexts. To address this, we examined the impact of task relevance on categorization-related activity in PFC and ITC by recording from both areas as monkeys alternated between a shape categorization and passive viewing tasks. As monkeys viewed the same stimuli in both tasks, the impact of task relevance on encoding in each area could be compared. While both areas showed task-dependent modulations of neuronal activity, the patterns of results differed markedly. PFC, but not ITC, neurons showed a modest increase in firing rates when stimuli were task relevant. PFC also showed significantly stronger category selectivity during the task compared with passive viewing, while task-dependent modulations of category selectivity in ITC were weak and occurred with a long latency. Finally, both areas showed an enhancement of stimulus selectivity during the task compared with passive viewing. Together, this suggests that the ITC and PFC show differing degrees of task-dependent flexibility and are preferentially involved in the perceptual and cognitive aspects of the categorization process, respectively.
Introduction
Our ability to recognize and respond appropriately to visual stimuli depends on processing across a cortical hierarchy that transforms feature representations in "early" areas into more complex and flexible representations in downstream areas. For example, ventral stream areas, such as V2, V4, and inferior temporal cortex (ITC), transform local feature representations into more invariant encoding of complex features (Gross et al., 1972; Bruce et al., 1981; Perrett et al., 1982; Desimone et al., 1984; Logothetis and Sheinberg, 1996; Tanaka, 1996) . Learning and experience can enhance visual representations in ITC (Logothetis et al., 1995; Vogels, 1999; Sheinberg and Logothetis, 2001; Sigala and Logothetis, 2002; Anderson et al., 2008; , 2010 Woloszyn and Sheinberg, 2012) , while the impact of learning in earlier areas (e.g., V2) is modest by comparison (Ghose et al., 2002) . For example, discrimination or categorization training can yield sharper shape representations in ITC (Kobatake et al., 1998; Vogels, 1999; Baker et al., 2002; Sigala and Logothetis, 2002; Freedman et al., 2006; De Baene et al., 2008) . In addition, ITC neurons can reflect learned stimulus associations acquired through long-term training (Miyashita, 1988; Sakai and Miyashita, 1991) .
Visual categorization depends not only on the identification of stimuli or features, but also on contextual factors, such as rules, motivation, and expected outcomes-functions often ascribed to the prefrontal cortex (PFC; Miller and Cohen, 2001) . Neurophysiological studies of the PFC have revealed encoding of abstract cognitive variables, such as rules and categories Wallis et al., 2001; Wallis and Miller, 2003; Wallis, 2007; Meyers et al., 2012) , which is consistent with behavioral impairments observed in humans (Milner, 1963; Perret, 1974; Dunbar and Sussman, 1995; Vendrell et al., 1995) and animals (Rossi et al., 2007) with PFC damage. In contrast, ITC damage typically results in perceptual or mnemonic deficits (Kluver and Bucy, 1938, 1939; Blum et al., 1950; Mishkin and Pribram, 1954) , rather than impaired executive functions. The influence of task relevance on PFC and ITC is unclear, as the two areas have not been directly compared during changing task contexts.
We recorded from PFC and ITC as monkeys alternated between shape categorization and passive viewing tasks, using identical stimuli in both tasks. We found that both areas exhibited task-dependent modulations of activity and selectivity, but showed different patterns of effects. First, during the categorization task, PFC showed stronger and more explicit category encoding than ITC, which is consistent with previous reports. Second, during passive viewing, PFC showed a modest (but significant) reduction in mean activity and weaker category selectivity than during the categorization task. Finally, ITC activity was less task dependent than PFC and showed modest and long-latency task-related enhancements of category selectivity.
Together, this suggests that taskrelated contextual factors differentially influence PFC and ITC. Encoding in PFC is more dependent on the task relevance of visual stimuli and shows strong encoding of task-relevant cognitive variables. In contrast, ITC shows more task-independent visual feature representation, while subtle task-related modulations in ITC may serve to enhance, but not dramatically alter, neuronal feature encoding.
Materials and Methods
The current study focused on a subset of the ITC and PFC populations from a previous study , which examined activity during the category task (but not passive viewing). That previous study examined larger populations in both areas since not all neurons were tested with the passive viewing task. It also examined a larger set of stimuli (54 instead of 42 stimuli), since only 42 stimuli were tested during both the category and passive tasks. The difference in stimulus sets between studies, and the testing of stimuli in both task and passive conditions, necessitated slightly different criteria for assessing neuronal stimulus selectivity (i.e., examining responses across 54 vs 42 stimuli in respective studies), which was a key criterion for including or excluding neurons in population analyses. In addition, the current study includes PFC data from a monkey (monkey S) that did not participate in the 2003 study. For these reasons, it is expected that the current study will yield slightly different results of analyses that were repeated in the two studies [e.g., category-tuning index (CTI)] and have somewhat less statistical power (due to the smaller neuronal population and fewer stimuli). The detailed methods for this study were described in an earlier publication and will be will briefly discussed below.
Subjects. Three female adult rhesus monkeys (Macacca mulatta) weighing 6.0, 6.4, and 6.6 kg were surgically implanted with a headpost and two recording chambers. All surgeries were performed under sterile conditions while the animals were anesthetized with isoflurane. Following surgery, they received postoperative antibiotics and analgesics. All procedures were in compliance with the National Institutes of Health and The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on Animal Care guidelines.
Stimuli and behavioral tasks. A large continuous set of images was generated from three cat prototypes and three dog prototypes (Fig. 1 ) using a previously described 3D stimulus morphing system (Shelton, 2000; . It found corresponding points between one of the prototypes and the others and then computed their differences as vectors. Morphs were generated by linear combinations of these vectors added to that prototype. Thousands of unique images with continuously varying shape could be generated by morphing different amounts of the prototypes. The category of a stimulus was defined by an arbitrary category boundary that divided the object space into two categories (which we refer to as "cats" and "dogs"). The category of a stimulus was defined by whichever category contributed more (Ͼ50%) to a given morph. The stimuli differed along multiple feature dimensions and were smoothly morphed, i.e., without sudden appearance or disappearance of any feature. The stimuli were 4.2°in diameter; had identical color, shading, orientation, and scale; and were presented at fixation.
Monkeys were trained to perform a delayed match-to-category (DMC) task (Fig. 2a) . DMC trials were initiated when the monkey acquired gaze fixation. The monkeys viewed two sequentially presented (sample and test) stimuli (each presented for 600 ms) that were separated by a 1000 ms delay, and indicated (by releasing a lever) whether the test stimulus was from the same category as the sample stimulus. If the category of the test stimulus did not match the sample, a second test stimulus was presented that always matched the sample category (and required a response from the subject). This task design dissociated the monkey's responses (release or hold) from the categories, as the lever release indicated match or nonmatch, and was therefore not uniquely associated with either of the two categories. There were an equal proportion of match and nonmatch trials as well as sample-category 1 and samplecategory 2 trials, which were presented in a pseudorandom order. During both the category and passive viewing tasks, monkeys were required to maintain gaze fixation within Ϯ2.0°of a 0.3°square fixation point at the center of the CRT for the duration of the trial. Eye movements were typically considerably smaller in amplitude than the range of the allowed window . DMC and passive viewing trials were followed by a 1500 -2500 ms intertrial interval, during which fixation was not required. Eye movements were monitored and stored using an infrared eye tracking system (Iscan) at a sampling rate of 120 Hz. While stimuli from all morph lines were shown during the task, only cross-boundary stimuli (on the red lines) were analyzed in the current study. b, Illustration of the morphs along one of the red, cross-boundary morph lines. The stimuli range from 100% cat (C1 prototype) on the left to 100% dog (D1 prototype) on the right.
We examined responses to 42 sample stimuli in both tasks for most recording sessions, each belonging to one of six levels of cat/dog blends (cat/dog: 100:0%, 80:20%, 60:40%, 40:60%, 20:80%, 0:100%) along the nine morph lines that crossed the category boundary. In monkey S, only 18 stimuli were used, along the three morph lines (C1-D1, C2-D2, and C3-D3) that crossed the category boundary. Before recordings, monkeys were trained with thousands of randomly generated cat and dog stimuli that covered a wide area of the possible morph space using all combinations of the six prototypes. Thus, monkeys were not trained to simply memorize the 42 sample stimuli used during neuronal recordings. To prevent monkeys from memorizing specific stimulus-response contingencies during the recording experiments, the test stimuli were 100 randomly generated morphs from each category that were randomly paired with sample stimuli of the appropriate category. The set of test stimuli was frequently regenerated to further discourage monkeys from learning associations between specific sample and test images. The test stimuli unambiguously belonged to a given category, as they were always chosen to be a minimum distance in morph space of 20% from the category boundary.
For the neural recordings in the present experiment, monkeys alternated between the category task and "passive viewing" of the sample stimuli (Fig. 2) . During passive viewing, they were rewarded for maintaining fixation for the duration of the trial and were not required to make any behavioral responses. Sample stimuli in the two tasks were presented for the same duration (600 ms), and the sample stimuli shown in the category task were also shown during passive viewing. As in the DMC task, monkeys initiated each passive viewing trial by acquiring fixation of the fixation target. After a 500 ms fixation period, a stimulus was presented at the center of gaze for 600 ms. If monkeys successfully maintained fixation for the duration of sample presentation, they received drops of apple juice 100 ms after stimulus offset. The sequence of stimuli was determined pseudorandomly. Monkeys typically performed Ͼ10 correct repetitions for each unique sample stimulus in each of the two tasks. The category and passive viewing tasks were run in alternating blocks of trials (the category task was always run as the first block), and monkeys typically completed Ͼ2 blocks of each task per session. Monkeys were not shown an explicit cue that signaled block transitions, but instead inferred the block changes based on the differences in stimuli and task events in the category and passive viewing tasks. Block lengths varied slightly between monkeys due to differences in behavioral performance and differences in the stimulus sets (e.g., fewer cat/dog stimuli for monkey S) between monkeys (block lengths: monkeys L and F: DMC task, ϳ100 -130 trials; passive viewing, ϳ190 -210 trials; monkey S: DMC task: 35-55 trials; passive viewing, ϳ105-145 trials).
While the analyses in the current study focus on the 42 morphs (for monkeys L and F) or 18 morphs (for monkey S) presented during both the category task and passive viewing, the animals were shown other stimuli during these recording sessions. For monkeys L and F, the DMC task was performed with an additional 12 morphs on morph lines not crossing the boundary (Fig. 1a , blue lines), but since these were not presented during passive viewing, they were excluded from analysis in the present study. During passive viewing, the animals were presented with randomly interleaved colorful images of novel and familiar objects and faces in addition to the morphs. Neuronal responses to these other stimuli have been described previously .
Recording methods. PFC recording chambers (20 mm inner diameter; Crist Instruments) were placed stereotaxically over the principal sulcus and anterior to the arcuate sulcus using structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans acquired before surgery, ϳ22.0 mm anterior to the intra-aural line. PFC recordings primarily targeted areas ventral to the principal sulcus (areas 45, 46, and 12; Fig. 3b) . ITC recordings were conducted between 14 and 20 mm anteroposterior and between 15 and 21 mm lateral (Fig. 3a) . ITC recording locations, as determined by stereotaxic coordinates, MRI scans, and white-gray matter transitions encountered during electrode penetrations, were in areas TEa, TEm, TE2, and TE1 (Paxinos et al., 2000) . The locations of ITC recordings were similar to those reported in studies by several laboratories (Logothetis et al., 1995; Booth and Rolls, 1998; Kobatake et al., 1998; Baker et al., 2002) . No attempt was made to prescreen neurons for stimulus selectivity. Instead, while advancing electrodes into the ITC, we presented the monkey with randomly chosen pictures and photographs (from the Corel image library), and focused our recordings on sites that were visually responsive to these images. Neuronal waveforms were amplified, digitized, and stored for off-line sorting into individual neuron records using principal components analysis clustering software (Plexon).
Data analysis. The patterns of behavioral and neuronal results were similar across monkeys. Thus we have combined the datasets for all population analyses. Neuronal activity was examined during sample stimulus presentation using a 600 ms window that began 80 ms after stimulus onset (to account for visual latencies). For comparisons to presample baseline activity, a 500 ms window before sample onset was used. For some analyses, the sample period was divided into early (80 -380 ms) and late (380 -680 ms) windows following sample onset. We also performed a sliding window analysis of category selectivity [linear discrim- Figure 2 . Task outline. a, Example DMC trial. The monkey is required to fixate for 500 ms, followed by the presentation of a sample (cat or dog) stimulus for 600 ms. There is then a 1000 ms delay followed by the presentation of a test stimulus. If the test stimulus is a category match to the sample stimulus (i.e., cat-cat or dog-dog), the monkey must release a lever. If it is a category nonmatch, the monkey must continue to hold the lever until a match is presented. b, Example passive viewing trial. The monkey must fixate for 500 ms before a sample stimulus is presented. The stimulus is displayed for 600 ms while the monkey maintains fixation, followed by a juice reward upon completion of the trial.
inate analysis (LDA)-based classifier; see below] with 200 ms time bins stepped at 10 ms intervals. In all cases, only neuronal activity on correct trials is included. Similar results were obtained with a variety of timewindow widths and starting points for analyses using both fixed and sliding windows.
For all population analyses, we included only neurons that were stimulus selective, i.e., they modulated their firing rate to Ն1 of the presented stimuli (one-way ANOVA with all sample stimuli as the factor, p Ͻ 0.01) except where otherwise specified. To determine the time course of neuronal activity, we computed response histograms (peristimulus time histograms) across stimulus-selective PFC and ITC neurons (Fig. 4) . The average spike rates were smoothed using a moving average (50 ms window width).
The strength and time course of category selectivity was evaluated and compared with a category tuning index (CTI) as used in previous studies . The CTI measured the difference in average firing rate for each neuron between pairs of stimuli in different categories [a between-category difference (BCD)] and the difference in activity between pairs of stimuli in the same category [a within-category difference (WCD)]. The CTI was defined as the difference between BCD and WCD divided by their sum. Values of the index could vary from ϩ1.0 (i.e., strong binary-like differences in activity to directions in the two categories) to Ϫ1.0 (strong binary-like category selectivity along an axis perpendicular to the actual category boundary). A CTI value of 0.0 indicates the same difference in firing rate between and within categories. Population differences in CTI values were assessed for significance by two-way mixed ANOVAs, with the within-subjects factor "task versus passive" and the between-subject factor "area." We also performed Bonferroni-corrected simple main effects analyses to assess the task versus passive differences separately in each area. These analyses were completed using SPSS statistical software (IBM).
We also assessed category selectivity across neuronal populations using an LDA-based classifier. Neuronal pseudopopulations were constructed from neurons that were not necessarily recorded simultaneously (i.e., neurons recorded during different sessions were combined). By training and testing the classifier on trials in which different stimuli were presented, rather than different trials in which the same stimuli were presented, we were able to examine category selectivity independently of stimulus selectivity (Meyers et al., 2008) . For example, a given classifier could be trained on images from the morph lines C2 ¡ D2, C2 ¡ D3, C3 ¡ D3, and C3 ¡ D2 and tested on images from the morph line C1 ¡ D1. There was no overlap of prototypes between the training and testing groups, i.e., if the classifier was tested on the morph line C2 ¡ D2, it was not trained using other morph lines involving either C2 or D2. This allowed the classifier to be trained and tested on several images from each category without any overlap of prototype-specific features. For the results reported here, the data from all monkeys were subsampled such that we only used trials where one of the 18 stimuli used in monkey S was presented. This way we could pool the PFC data from the two monkeys when running the classifier. However, running the classifier separately on the data from monkeys J and F using all 42 stimuli yielded similar results. Each time the classifier was run, 68 neurons were chosen at random from either PFC or ITC. We selected 68 neurons to maximize the amount of data included in analysis while still using the same number of neurons in each area. Qualitatively similar results were obtained using populations of different sizes. For each neuron, 40 presentations of stimuli in each category were selected and the images were split into training and testing sets as described above. This procedure was then repeated 1000 times to obtain a distribution of classification accuracies. Stimulus selectivity was assessed using a similar classifier-based analysis. However, we included only those neurons that had Ն5 repetitions of every image (N ϭ 178; 44 PFC, 134 ITC). We used the same pseudopopulations of neurons to classify which individual image was presented on a given trial, training and testing on different repetitions of the same images (five repetitions, fivefold partition). In all cases, significance was determined by comparing the bootstrapped distributions of classification accuracy in each area/ condition. Classification accuracies were deemed statistically significant if 95% confidence intervals were nonoverlapping (see Figs. 9, 10) or if the confidence intervals did not include zero (see Fig. 8 ).
Results

Behavioral task and performance
Three monkeys were trained to perform the DMC task and to alternate in blocks between this category task and a passive viewing task ( Fig. 2 ; see Materials and Methods). During the category task, a sample stimulus was followed by a 1 s delay and a test stimulus. Monkeys had to indicate (by manually releasing a touch bar) whether the test stimulus was of the same category as the previously presented sample. If the first test stimulus was from the opposite category as the sample, the monkey had to withhold a response until, following a second brief delay, a second test stimulus (which was always a category match to the sample) was presented. All three monkeys performed the category task with a high level of accuracy, with a mean performance of 91.2% across all three animals (excluding fixation breaks). See Table 1 for performance of each monkey for stimuli at varying distances from the category boundary. During the passive viewing task, monkeys were simply required to fixate while a sample stimulus was presented foveally for 600 ms-the same duration as sample presentation during the category task.
Task-related modulations in PFC and ITC
A subset of the data presented from the category task (but not passive viewing) was previously analyzed and published in an earlier report .
Two hundred eighteen PFC neurons were recorded from two monkeys during both the category and passive viewing tasks (monkey L: N ϭ 136; monkey S: N ϭ 82), as well as 298 ITC neurons from two monkeys (monkey L: N ϭ 157; monkey F: N ϭ 141). A subset of the data collected from monkey L was collected simultaneously from PFC (N ϭ 136) and ITC (N ϭ 117) during 22 sessions. Similar results were observed in the each of the datasets recorded from the same brain area, so data from both animals were combined for population-level analyses in each area. Except where specified otherwise, we focused our analysis on a population of 68 PFC and 182 ITC neurons that were stimulus selective during the category and/or passive viewing tasks (one-way ANOVA, p Ͻ 0.01; see Materials and Methods).
We first examined whether neuronal activity in PFC and ITC was modulated according to whether stimuli were presented during the category or passive viewing tasks. A subset of neurons in both areas showed significant differences in average sampleperiod activity (across all 42 stimuli in monkeys L and F, or 18 stimuli in monkey S) between the two tasks according to a paired t test ( p Ͻ 0.01). This was observed in 41 of 68 PFC neurons and 106 of 182 ITC neurons. Among this population, a significantly greater fraction of PFC (N ϭ 30 of 41) than ITC (N ϭ 49 of 106) neurons showed greater activity during the category task compared with passive viewing ( 2 test, p ϭ 0.0053). The time courses of average population activity (across all stimuli) in PFC and ITC are shown in Figure 4 . The impact of task on sample-period activity was assessed by a two-way mixed ANOVA on sample-period firing rates (see Materials and Methods) with an analysis of simple main effects of task in each brain area. This revealed a main effect of task ( p Ͻ 0.001) as well as an interaction between task and brain area ( p ϭ 0.001). During the baseline period, there was a significant interaction between task and brain area ( p Ͻ 0.001) but not a significant main effect of task ( p ϭ 0.057). PFC showed a modest but significant increase in activity during the category compared with passive task during both the sample and baseline periods (simple main effect of task: baseline, p Ͻ 0.001; sample, p Ͻ 0.001). ITC population activity was more similar between the category and passive tasks, showing stronger activity during passive viewing in the baseline period ( p ϭ 0.021). Average ITC activity was statistically indistinguishable between the two tasks during stimulus presentation ( p ϭ 0.725). Similar results (statistically significant only in PFC) were obtained by excluding neurons that showed significant differences in baseline activity between the category and passive tasks. Together, these results show that while task-related modulations in firing rate were small on average in both areas during stimulus presentation, PFC showed significantly greater activity during the task compared with passive viewing, while significant sample period task-modulations were not observed in ITC.
Category selectivity in PFC and ITC As reported in our previous studies of visual categorization in PFC and ITC, many neurons in both areas responded differentially to images in the stimulus set . This included neurons that appeared to be category tuned as well as stimulus selectivity that did not clearly reflect the task-relevant categories. Four examples of individual PFC and ITC neurons' responses during the category task are shown in Figure 5 (left column). All four neurons were "category selective," as they responded preferentially to stimuli in one category compared with the other. In agreement with previous reports, PFC neurons typically showed sharper category selectivity than ITC neurons during the category task, a trend quantified below at the population level. Responses of some PFC neurons appeared almost binary, in that activity was similar among stimuli within each category and differed sharply between categories. In contrast, ITC neurons tended to show greater variability in activity among stimuli belonging to the same category.
The right column of Figure 5 shows activity for the same four PFC and ITC neurons during the passive viewing task. During the category task (left column), both PFC neurons showed strong category selectivity during stimulus presentation [top neuron CTI, 0.0045). Instead, both ITC neurons showed more subtle (compared with PFC neurons) differences in the strength and/or time course of selectivity between tasks, with a trend for elevated activity or selectivity during the category task. As confirmed by population level analyses (below), neuronal responses in PFC appear to be more strongly modulated by changes in task context than those in ITC, which show a more stable pattern of selectivity across tasks.
Task-dependent modulations of category selectivity
The DMC task, but not passive viewing task, requires animals to use information about the category of sample stimuli to guide their actions. Therefore, we hypothesized that neuronal category selectivity would be enhanced during the DMC task. We quantified the strength of category selectivity for each neuron using a CTI, which compared the difference in neuronal activity among stimuli in the same versus different categories Fig. 6 Fig.  6d ), indicating significant category selectivity. However, this was not the case during passive viewing (mean, Ϫ0.026; t test, p ϭ 0.169; Fig. 6b ). In ITC, CTI values showed a nonsignificant trend toward positive values during the category task (mean, 0.013; t test, p ϭ 0.172; Fig. 6c ), and had a mean near zero during passive viewing (mean, Ϫ0.001; t test, p ϭ 0.948; Fig. 6a) . We compared the impact of task demands on CTI values between brain areas with a two-way mixed ANOVA (see Materials and Methods). This revealed a main effect of task on CTI values ( p Ͻ 0.001), in addition to a significant interaction between task and brain area ( p ϭ 0.002; Fig. 6e,f ) . A simple main effects analysis revealed a significant simple main effect of task in PFC ( p Ͻ 0.001) but not ITC ( p ϭ 0.29).
To assess the time course of task-dependent modulations of category selectivity, we divided the sample period into two time windows (early and late; see Materials and Methods) and recalculated the CTI during these shorter (300 ms duration) epochs (Fig. 7) . A two-way mixed ANOVA during the late window revealed a small but significant increase in category selectivity in ITC during the category task that was not evident when analyzing the entire sample period (mean, 0.0298; main effect of task, p Ͻ 0.001; interaction of task and area, p ϭ 0.20; simple main effect of task in ITC, p ϭ 0.017). ITC did not show a significant change in category selectivity between tasks during the early window (mean, 0.0067; main effect of task, p ϭ 0.13; interaction of task and area, p ϭ 0.42; simple main effect of task in ITC, p ϭ 0.49). PFC neurons showed significantly elevated CTI values in the late sample window during the category task (mean, 0.0780; simple main effect of task in PFC, p ϭ 0.003) and a modest nonsignificant increase during the early window (mean, 0.0198; simple main effect of task in PFC, p ϭ 0.17).
Population decoding of category membership
The CTI provides a measure of the impact of the category boundary on neuronal selectivity, with large positive CTI values corresponding to sharply different neuronal activity to visually similar stimuli on opposite sides of the category boundary. However, the CTI is not sensitive to some other patterns of selectivity that could be useful for categorization. For example, a neuron showing monotonically increasing activity across the 100% cat to 100% dog morph lines would have a near zero CTI value (since the difference in activity is the same between adjacent stimuli in the same and opposite categories), but that neuron's activity could be reliably read out to decode category membership. Thus, we wanted to provide a more general assessment of category-related selectivity in PFC and ITC. In addition, because the CTI measured category selectivity at the single neuron level, we also wanted to assess how much category information is available across the neuronal population in each area.
We used a linear classifier to read out the category of the sample stimulus based on the average firing rates from neuronal pseudopopulations. We constructed pseudopopulations by aligning the conditions of nonsimultaneously recorded neurons as if they had been recorded during the same session. To assess category selectivity independently of stimulus selectivity, we trained and tested the classifier on different subsets of images from each category (Meyers et al., 2008) . If it was instead trained and tested on the same stimuli, then high classification accuracies could result from a combination of category and/or stimulus selectivity. To avoid this potential confound, the classifier was trained on a subset of the stimuli from each category and tested on a different, nonoverlapping subset. This way, when probed with an image, the classifier must determine whether it is a cat or a dog based on the responses of the neurons to other (visually dissimilar) cat and dog stimuli, allowing for a dissociation of neuronal category selectivity and stimulus/feature tuning (see Materials and Methods). Figure 8 shows histograms of the sample-period classification accuracies obtained from 1000 iterations of the classifier using a randomly selected subset of neurons and trials on each iteration (see Materials and Methods). In ITC and PFC during both passive viewing and the category task, the distributions of classification accuracies are significantly shifted above 0.5 (Fig. 8a-d) , indicating a greater than chance probability of reading out the correct category from neuronal firing rates. However, when comparing the distributions obtained during the category task and passive viewing with a bootstrap analysis, the classification accuracies during the category task are significantly greater than during passive viewing only in PFC ( p Ͻ 0.05). This suggests that category information in PFC, but not ITC, is significantly enhanced when it is task relevant, confirming what we observed with the CTI analysis during the sample period.
Next we examined the time course of category selectivity in the category and passive tasks using a sliding window (window size, 200 ms; step size, 10 ms) classification analysis (Fig. 9a,b) . This revealed that, in both tasks, ITC and PFC each showed an increase of classification accuracy above chance (0.5) shortly following stimulus onset. However, task modulations of classification accuracy were evident with different time courses in the two areas. ITC showed significantly elevated (two-tailed bootstrap, p Ͻ 0.05; see Materials and Methods) category selectivity during the category task in a brief period toward the end of stimulus presentation. In contrast, PFC showed an enhancement of category selectivity at multiple time points, including the early, middle, and late stimulus presentation period. Figure 9c ,d shows classification performance in the early and late sample epochs used for the CTI analysis. In ITC we observed a significant increase in classification accuracy only for the category task compared with passive viewing during the late window ( Fig. 9c ; bootstrap, p Ͻ 0.05). In PFC we observed greater task classification in the late sample ( Fig. 9d ; bootstrap, p Ͻ 0.05), while during the early sample the difference was significant (at p Ͻ 0.05) only by a one-tailed, but not two-tailed, bootstrap test. Together, this shows that there is a shorter latency difference in task versus passive classification accuracies in PFC than ITC. Thus we are able to read-out category information from the activity of PFC neurons with greater accuracy during the DMC task when that category information is task relevant. However, ITC neurons only provide more category information during the DMC task in the late sample period.
Population decoding of stimulus identity
In addition to decoding the category of the sample stimulus, we examined how well the identity of an individual stimulus was encoded across the population of ITC and PFC neurons, and characterized the impact of task relevance on stimulus selectivity. To do this, we employed the same LDA-based classifier approach used above to decode which of the 18 stimuli was presented on a given trial (see Materials and Methods). We divided the sample period into the same two time windows used previously and discovered that there were higher classification accuracies during the category task in both time windows in both ITC (Fig. 10a) and PFC (Fig. 10b) . While mean accuracies were consistently greater during the task than passive viewing in both epochs and brain areas, the 95% confidence intervals of the task-passive difference distributions overlapped in the two areas, and thus were not significant by our bootstrap analysis.
Discussion
The goal of this study was to determine the effects of task demands on the encoding of category information in ITC and PFC. We trained monkeys to categorize a parametric stimulus set into two arbitrary categories. We recorded from neurons in both areas while monkeys alternated between the categorization task and passively viewing the same sets of stimuli. In this way, we could compare the neural representations of the same stimuli under conditions when they were (category task) and were not (passive viewing) task relevant. This revealed that task demands affected neuronal encoding, with PFC demonstrating larger and shorter latency task-related modulations of category selectivity than ITC.
When comparing neuronal activity in the two tasks, we observed modestly higher activity in PFC during both the fixation and sample periods during the category task than during passive viewing. This task-related increase in activity was not observed in the ITC population. Modulations of category selectivity were assessed by two different methods, the CTI and a population-level linear classifier. These metrics revealed mostly similar effects, with PFC, but not ITC, having greater sample-period category selectivity during the task compared with passive viewing. Task-dependent enhancements of category selectivity were observed in the late, but not early, sample period in ITC. One notable difference between the CTI classifier results is that CTI values during the sample epoch were not significantly different from zero (indicating no explicit representation of the category boundary), while the classifier revealed category decoding performance that was well above chance levels (and similar to that in PFC). This is consistent with a previous report in ITC (Meyers et al., 2008) and suggests that category-related information is indeed present in ITC. However, unlike PFC, category-related selectivity in ITC does not explicitly represent the category boundary. This suggests that rather than an abstract encoding of category membership, ITC more likely shows an enhanced and more graded representation of task-relevant stimuli or features (Sigala and Logothetis, 2002; Freedman et al., 2006; Meyers et al., 2008) , which is consistent with theoretical model predictions (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999) .
Our results suggest that PFC encodes more category information when that information is task relevant. ITC neurons showed more similar category selectivity between tasks, except during the late sample period (when ITC showed enhanced category selectivity during categorization). This late increase in selectivity could be due to feedback from other areas known to be involved in categorization, such as PFC or parietal cortex (Freedman and Assad, 2006; Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Goodwin et al., 2012) and occurs without the increase in firing rates that is observed in PFC. The observation of significant modulations of PFC encoding with changing task demands fits with the idea that PFC is more involved in transforming sensory information into task-relevant cognitive variables. This is complementary with previous work that showed stronger category signals in PFC than ITC during the category task , or found modest changes in shape tuning (but not explicit category representations) in ITC as a result of categorization training (Sigala and Logothetis, 2002; Freedman et al., 2006; De Baene et al., 2008) .
Relatively few studies have directly addressed the effects of task relevance in ITC, or compared task-related modulations in PFC and ITC. One study reported that ITC responses to the same stimuli in two different tasks were unchanged (Suzuki et al., 2006) , and concluded that behavioral context only affects neuronal signaling downstream of ITC (i.e., PFC). Another ITC study (Vogels et al., 2009 ) observed a lack of task-related modulation, except that study noted that delay activity in some neurons was reduced during passive fixation. Our results are consistent with these, in that we did not observe a large difference in overall firing rate between the two tasks. However, we did observe a trend for a short-latency increase in stimulus selectivity and a long-latency increase in category selectivity when stimuli were task relevant. The observation of significant task-related modulations of ITC stimulus selectivity is relevant for interpreting studies of stimulus selectivity in ITC and other high-level visual areas, many of which examined activity only during passive viewing (Bruce et al., 1981; Desimone et al., 1984; Kobatake et al., 1998; Baker et al., 2002; Brincat and Connor, 2004; Hung et al., 2005; Freedman et al., 2006; Op de Beeck et al., 2006; Tsao et al., 2006; Kiani et al., 2007; Woloszyn and Sheinberg, 2012) . A recent study reported enhanced selectivity in ITC during a categorization task compared with passive viewing (Emadi and Esteky, 2014) . Our results are compatible in that we also observed a modest enhancement of stimulus and category selectivity in ITC for task-relevant stimuli. However, our finding that CTI values were not significantly elevated in ITC suggests that category selectivity in ITC is more related to encoding task-relevant stimulus features rather than more abstract or rule-based category information (which is more explicitly encoded in PFC).
Our results are likewise consistent with human fMRI studies of task-specific modulations in PFC and ITC. Jiang et al. (2007) trained subjects on a categorization task involving morphed shapes, similar to our monkey task. In that study, after learning the categorization task, the lateral occipital complex (LOC), the human analog to monkey ITC, showed increased shape selectivity compared with pretraining, but no explicit category selectivity, whereas an area in lateral PFC showed explicit category selectivity. Interestingly, category-selective PFC activity was suppressed when subjects executed another task on the stimuli (judgments of displacements on the screen) for which stimulus categories were irrelevant. In contrast, selectivity in LOC was the same for both tasks. Another fMRI study (Ranganath et al., 2004) found that fusiform face area activity to faces was greater when faces were task relevant than when scenes were relevant, and that parahippocampal place area activity to scenes was greater when scenes were task relevant compared with when faces were relevant. In PFC, they found that activity was modulated by the amount of information subjects needed to retain, regardless of content (faces or scenes).
While we did not observe increases in ITC population activity to stimuli when they were relevant (though there were individual ITC neurons that showed significant activity increases or decreases), we did observe increased category selectivity (with a long latency following stimulus presentation) and a trend for increased stimulus selectivity when stimuli were task relevant. Our observation that PFC had both increased activity and selectivity during the category task could reflect both an increase in cognitive load (e.g., task difficulty and working memory demands) and task-relevant content. The effects of task demands have also been probed for visual word recognition using a combination of EEG/MEG and fMRI (Chen et al., 2013 ). This study found task-specific effects as early as 150 ms following stimulus onset. One recent fMRI study directly assessed the effects of task context on object representations across cortex (Harel et al., 2014) . They found a decrease in object decoding across tasks compared with within tasks in ventral temporal cortex and lateral PFC, suggesting that representations of objects are task dependent. This is consistent with our finding of reduced object identity decoding during passive viewing in ITC and PFC. Since our passive viewing task only required fixation, we could not definitively rule out the possibility that monkeys were still covertly categorizing the stimuli even though it was not required. This explanation is less likely considering we did observe significant modulations of neuronal activity and category selectivity. One study of task effects on color-selective ITC neurons examined the differences in activity when monkeys performed categorization, discrimination, and fixation tasks (Koida and Komatsu, 2007) . The most striking differences were observed when comparing activity during categorization and discrimination tasks, with activity during the fixation task falling somewhere in between, but usually more similar to the categorization task. Thus, we may have observed stronger modulations of neuronal activity with task demands if we had required the monkeys to perform a discrimination task rather than passive viewing, or if monkeys were required to actively ignore stimuli.
Our results show that task-related modulation of selectivity appears with a shorter latency in PFC and only later in ITC, suggesting this effect may be due to feedback from PFC or another area. Indeed, previous studies have reported top-down feedback from PFC into monkey ITC (Tomita et al., 1999) . Likewise, several human EEG studies have provided evidence for reentrant signals, possibly originating from frontal or parietal sources following conscious detection of objects (Del Cul et al., 2007; Fahrenfort et al., 2007) . One possibility not explored in the current study is the involvement of parietal cortex in the categorization process or these task modulations. Recent work has demonstrated that category signals during a direction categorization task emerge earlier in lateral intraparietal area (LIP) than PFC (Swaminathan and Freedman, 2012) , and LIP shows a categorylike encoding of learned stimulus associations during a shapepair association task (Fitzgerald et al., 2011) . Thus, an important avenue for future work is to compare the roles of parietal, temporal, and frontal lobes in categorization and other complex visually guided behaviors.
